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1

Introduction

Atmospheric pollutants cause human health problems (Dab et al., 2001; Hoek et al.,
2000), and therefore are of major concern. Since the 1980s, emissions and air pollution
levels of nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds
(VOC) have become legislated, monitored, and modelled. In more recent years, fine
particulate matter (PM) has become the prime focus. Recent epidemiological studies have
found statistically significant relationships between particulate air pollution and human
health effects; for a good review, see Pope et al. (1995). Road transport belongs to the
major sources of personal exposure to atmospheric pollutants for all criteria pollutants,
CO, NOx, PM, and VOC (Skov et al., 2001; Janssen et al., 2001; Vardoulakis et al., 2002;
Chang, 2002; Sapkota and Buckley, 2003; Kunzli et al., 2000; Fischer et al., 2000). Since
human receptors are often very close to these emission sources, road emissions contribute
to personal exposure even more than would be expected from their share on total
emissions. Emissions from road transport also are of high importance in urban
environments, where emission factors are above-average and dispersion conditions are
less efficient than in rural areas (de Haan et al., 2001).
Exhaust gas after-treatment systems have been introduced since the mid-1980s,
together with, and driven by, legislation enforcing emission limits that were lowered
several times both in North America and Europe. The resulting reduction of (absolute)
overall emission levels has been accompanied by an increase in the (relative) spread of
individual emission levels. Vehicles now differ much more from each other than some
twenty years ago. As a direct consequence, this increased complexity of exhaust gas
after-treatment systems leads to a corresponding decrease in prediction power of the
emission factor modelling approaches.
To illustrate this, Table 1 shows the NOx emission functions for passenger cars, as
used in the COPERT3 road emission model (Ntziachristos and Samaras, 2000).
COPERT3 is an emission model using linear regression on emission results from
complete driving cycles (without decomposition into driving patterns or into
second-by-second instantaneous data), and uses average trip speed as sole explaining
variable. Taking the Pearson coefficient (R2 values in Table 1) as measure for the
prediction power of the emission functions, a drastic decrease from pre-ECE vehicles
(where vehicle emission were high and showed good correlation with average speed) to
Euro-1 vehicles (with generally low emissions, but with large differences between
vehicles and operating conditions, and no dependence anymore on the average speed) is
observed. For Euro-1 vehicles, R2 drops down to values between 0.12 and 0.01,
depending on engine capacity class. Note that in COPERT3, all emission factors for
Euro-2, Euro-3 and Euro-4 vehicles are derived from the Euro-1 emission function using
reduction factors.
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NOx emission factor functions of COPERT3 (Ntziachristos and Samaras, 2000).
V denotes average driving cycle speed in km/h

Vehicle class
pre-ECE &
ECE 15-00/01
ECE 15-02

ECE 15-03

ECE 15-04

Engine capacity [l]

NOx emission factor [g/km]

R2 [–]

<1.4

1.173 + 0.0225V – 0.00014V2

0.92

1.4–2.0

1.360 + 0.0217V – 0.00004V²

0.96

>2.0

1.5 + 0.03V + 0.0001V²

0.97

<1.4

1.479 – 0.0037V + 0.00018V²

0.71

1.4–2.0

1.663 – 0.0038V + 0.00020V²

0.84

>2.0

1.87 – 0.0039V + 0.00022V²

0.82

<1.4

1.616 – 0.0084V + 0.00025V²

0.84

1.4–2.0

1.29e0.0099V

0.80

>2.0

2.784 – 0.0112V + 0.000294V²

0.58

<1.4

1.432 + 0.003V + 0.000097V²

0.67

1.4–2.0

1.484 + 0.013V + 0.000074V²

0.72

>2.0

2.427 – 0.014V + 0.000266V²

0.80

Improved
conventional

<1.4

– 0.926 + 0.719ln(V)

0.88

1.4–2.0

1.387 + 0.0014V + 0.000247V²

0.88

Open loop

<1.4

– 0.921 + 0.616ln(V)

0.79

1.4–2.0

– 0.761 + 0.515ln(V)

0.50

EURO I

<1.4

0.5595 – 0.01047V+ 10.8E-05V²

0.12

1.4–2.0

0.526 – 0.0085V + 8.54E-05V²

0.08

>2.0

1.360 + 0.0217V – 0.00004V²

0.01

First-generation so-called instantaneous emission modelling did not use car-specific
variables (de Haan and Keller, 2000), but encountered important limitations
(Sturm et al., 2000). The increased car-to-car variance of emission behaviour has
contributed to a certain bifurcation in the research on road transport emissions. On the
one hand, current research on instantaneous emission modelling is moving towards
sub-models tailored to each vehicle individually, measuring with 10 Hz resolution, and
employing dynamical instead of static corrections for transport time in the exhaust
system. On the other hand, fleet emission factor modelling cannot benefit from these
recent advances in instantaneous emission modelling.
If fleet emission factors would be constructed out of a weighted sample of
vehicle-specific emission forecasts, different sets of weighting factors have to be
established for each reference year, for each street category, and for each country.
Only little is known on future carmaker’s strategies in emission reduction and exhaust
gas after-treatment, so such weighting factors cannot be estimated for future reference
years. This counteracts any gain in statistical performance due to the inclusion of
vehicle-specific information.
For the new version 2.1 of the official German–Austrian–Swiss Handbook Emission
Factors Road Transport (HBEFA), it has therefore been decided to discontinue the
previously used instantaneous modelling approach. Instead, a new method has been
developed where emission forecasting is done based on linear combinations of measured
driving patterns, which are not being decomposed.
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The topics of the present paper are the modelling method based on linear
combinations of driving patterns (Section 2), the set of real-world driving cycles
especially developed for emission factor modelling (Section 3), and an exemplary
forecast of three non-measured driving patterns as an illustration of the presented method
(Section 4). To validate the new approach, we use measurements for 12 driving patterns
from 44 gasoline and diesel passenger cars conforming to Euro-2 and Euro-3 legislation
(Section 5), and perform a cross-validation where each of the 12 driving patterns is being
forecasted by the remaining 11 (Section 6). Finally, we discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of the new method (Section 7).

2

Modelling approach

Whereas an instantaneous emission model had been used for the original version 1.1 of
the German–Austrian–Swiss Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA)
(INFRAS, 1995; Keller and de Haan, 1999), a new modelling approach has been
developed for application to emission data from passenger cars and light-duty vehicles
complying to Euro-2 or Euro-3 emission standards. The original approach had a
second-by-second approach and binned data into cells according to speed and the product
of speed and acceleration. It neglected the temporal autocorrelation of emission
behaviour; emission data from many different vehicles was binned into one matrix.
Data in each of the matrix cells often exhibited very large standard deviations.
The new method, presented in this section, is designed to be used in the modelling of
emission factors, where emission factors are not expressed as a continuous function
(of average speed and/or other parameters), but are parameterised as a discrete function
of so-called traffic situations. Such traffic situations are characterised by a speed profile.
Such a speed profile is hereafter called ‘driving pattern’. The driving pattern enables to
compute a wide range of kinematic parameters for any traffic situation, so that a
quantitative description of the traffic situation is available.
For such a traffic-situation-oriented modelling approach, the method is as follows:
•

testbench measurements are available from (sub-)cycles (hereafter called ‘source’
[sub-]cycles)

•

through their speed profile, kinematic parameters of these ‘source’ (sub-) cycles are
computed

•

for the traffic situations for which emissions factors finally are needed,
representative speed profiles must be supplied

•

from these speed profiles (called ‘target’ driving patterns hereafter), kinematic
parameters are computed

•

the optimal linear combination of ‘source’ (sub-)cycles for each of the ‘target’
driving patterns is determined, where ‘optimal’ means that the sum of squared
differences (between ‘target’ and linear combination of ‘sources’) for a
user-specified set of kinematic parameters is minimal.
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Real-world testbench driving cycles

Within the framework of version 1.1 of HBEFA (Keller et al., 1995), an extensive
measurement campaign on real-world driving behaviour has been conducted on Swiss
roads. A classification scheme was set up to characterise
•

road categories (highway, extra-urban, urban)

•

road environmental characteristics (number of driving lanes, road gradient, speed
limitation, whether the road was straight or curved, etc.).

The measurement campaign was conducted with cars equipped with speed and time
logging devices. The cars were driven by special drivers, who were instructed to follow
the traffic flow. In the case of very low traffic, the drivers were told to drive freely,
obeying the speed limits.
The campaign recorded 759,299 s of driving behaviour, along with parameters
characterising the road. To obtain characteristic driving patterns, a statistical cluster
analysis was performed. For this, the driving recordings were cut into driving patterns
according to changes in road characteristics. Each driving pattern had 14 parameters
describing the type of the road (average travel speed, sign of the change of the average
speed during the driving pattern, standard deviation of speed, road gradient, percentage of
time with speed zero, percentage of time with constant driving speed, length of the
driving pattern, amount of traffic in veh/hour, etc.). The cluster analysis was conducted
separately for highways on the one hand and for extra-urban and urban driving on the
other. Extra-urban and inner-urban driving was treated together because there is no clear
boundary between the two. A total of 32 clusters were identified.
These original on-road recordings of driving behaviour have recently been
reprocessed. The so-called ‘Handbook real-world driving cycles’ were developed in 1999
(Stahel et al., 2000). These cycles now are being used regularly at EMPA (Swiss Federal
Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research) in Switzerland for every passenger car
and light-duty vehicle being tested within the framework of the national emission factor
study. They have been derived with the goal to bring directly onto the testbench on-road
recordings of real-world driving, in order to be able to measure real-world emissions
which are truly representative (de Haan and Keller, 2000). More details on which criteria
have been applied to select those ‘driving patterns’ being representative for the whole
cluster of on-road recordings can be found in de Haan and Keller (2001). The selected
raw on-road recordings were smoothed with a running-mean smoother in order to obtain
driving cycles suitable for testbench measurements.
The 12 most important (with respect to vehicle performance, i.e., annual mileage)
driving patterns have been selected to be represented in the new set of real-world
testbench driving cycles directly. Each driving cycle consists of three driving patterns.
Their speed time series (also called speed curves) are depicted in Figure 1.
Complementing the speed time series, we also use the (v, v ⋅ a) -matrix, which is given in
Figure 2 for each driving pattern. The (v, v ⋅ a)-matrix is computed by binning each
second of the speed time series according to the speed, v, and the product of v and the
instantaneous acceleration, a. Cell boundaries of the matrix are 10 km h–1, 20 km h–1,
30 km h–1, etc., for v, and ± 2.5 m² s–³, ± 7.5 m² s–³, and ± 12.5 m² s–³ for v a. Cells are
indicated using the mean values of v and v a they contain, e.g., the matrix cell
(35 km h–1, + 5 m² s–³) holds all second-by-second values of the speed time series with
30 km h–1 < v < 40 km h–1 and + 2.5 m² s–³ < v a < + 7.5 m² s–³.
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Speed time series of Handbook real-world driving cycles R1, R2, R3 and R4. Each of
the four driving cycles consists of three driving patterns, as indicated by the
corresponding abbreviations. Cycle R1 is composed out of AE1, AE2 and A3 (all
motorway driving); R2 consists of A4 (motorway), LE1 and LE2s (both rural driving);
R3 is composed out of LE2u (rural driving), LE3 and LE5 (both urban driving);
R4 consists of LE6 (urban driving), StGoHW and StGoUrb (motorway and urban
stop-and-go driving, respectively)
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Kinematic representation [(v, v, a)-matrix] of driving patterns. Each second of the
driving pattern is binned into a matrix according to the instantaneous speed and
acceleration. The relative pattern of the resulting distribution is depicted. Horizontal
axes are in v⋅a (speed multiplied with acceleration) in units m2 s–3; vertical axes in v
(speed) in units km h–1
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For the description of kinematic characteristics of the driving patterns, acceleration
values (in ms–1) for a speed profile consisting of n data rows of time in seconds,
ti(1 ≤ i ≤ n), and speed in km/h, vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n), are computed as

v2 − v1
(i = 1)

 3.6 (t2 − t1 )
 v − v
ai =  i +1 i −1
(2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)
 3.6 (ti +1 − ti −1 )
 v −v
n
n −1

(i = n )
−
t
3.6
(

n tn −1 )

(1)

Total stop time is then defined as
t − t
Tstop =  2 1
 0

(v1 = 0 ∧ a1 = 0 ) n ti − ti −1 (vi = 0 ∧ ai = 0 )
+ ∑
(else )
(else )
i =2 
 0

(2)

and total accelerating time as
t − t (a1 > aL ) n ti − ti −1 (ai > aL )
+ ∑
Tacc =  2 1
(else)
(else)
i =2  0
 0

(3)

with aL = 0.06 ms–2. The average positive acceleration is
apos

 n 1 (ai > 0) 
= ∑


 i =1 0 (else ) 

−1

n

ai

( ai > 0)

∑  0 (else )
i =1 

(4)

and the number of stops occurring during the driving pattern
n 1

number of stops = ∑ 
i =1 
0

({vi = 0

∧ ai = 0} ∧ {vi −1 ≠ 0 ∨ ai −1 ≠ 0})

(else )

(5)

Relative positive acceleration (RPA) is defined as
 ai vi
1 n 
RPA = ∑  3.6
d i =1 
 0

( ai > 0 )
(else )

(6)

where d denotes the total driving distance of the driving pattern,
d = (t2 − t1 ) v1 3.6 + ∑in= 2 (ti − ti −1 ) vi 3.6 , and positive kinetic energy (PKE) is defined as
PKE =

1 n vi2 − vi2−1
∑
d i = 2 

(vi > vi −1 )
(else )

(7)

The resulting kinematic characteristics of the driving patterns are listed in Table 2, using
the above equations. To visualise the dynamic content of the driving patterns, Figure 3
depicts RPA (equation (6)) and the standard deviation of positive acceleration (equation (4))
as a function of average speed, where average speed is d divided by total duration of the
driving pattern (i.e., including stop time). As can be seen from Figure 3, there is a good
correlation between these two parameters. The same holds for PKE (not shown).
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Kinematic characteristics of driving patterns
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Kinematic characteristics of the 12 driving patterns. Upper panel: relative positive
acceleration (definition: equation (6)) as a function of average speed (computed over
total cycle duration including stops). Lower panel: standard deviation of positive
acceleration (definition: equation (4)) as a function of average speed.
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Illustrative example

The following example illustrates the principle of the proposed emission modelling
method:
•

As ‘source’ (cf. Section 2), the 12 driving patterns from HBEFA real-world driving
cycles R1 to R4 are available (cf. Section 3), i.e., AE1, AE2, A3, A4, StGoHW
(motorway driving), LE1, LE2s, LE2u, LE3, (rural), and LE5, LE6, StGoUrb
(urban).

•

As kinematic parameter, the (v, v ⋅ a)-matrix is adopted (see Figure 2).

•

Emissions are to be forecasted for four ‘target’ driving patterns for which no
testbench measurements of driving patterns exist that are directly representative:
D10, D7, D4, and D1. These are four out of a set of ten driving patterns describing
urban and rural (but not motorway) driving behaviour in Germany within the
HBEFA framework; they are used here for illustrative purposes only.

•

For these driving patterns, representative speed time series do exist, from which the
corresponding (v, v ⋅ a)-matrices are computed. These are shown in Figure 4,
uppermost row.

•

Using a computer application, the optimal linear combinations of ‘source’ driving
patterns is determined such that the sum of squared differences of the kinematic
parameters, i.e., of the individual cells of the (v, v ⋅ a)-matrices, become minimal.
The (v, v ⋅ a)-matrices of the linear combinations are shown in Figure 4 (centre row).
The bottom row in Figure 4 depicts the squared differences for each of the matrix
cells.

•

The following constraints apply: the linear combination must not consist of more
than three ‘source’ driving patterns; and the minimum increment in weights of the
linear combination is 1%. These constraints have been arbitrarily set by the authors.
Allowing for linear combinations with more than three driving patterns would reduce
clarity of the approach and would enhance the risk that we adapt the model to effects
caused by individual vehicles rather then systematical emission behavioural trends.

The resulting linear combinations are listed in Table 3. For driving patterns D1, D7 and
D10, the allowed maximum of three driving patterns is being used, whereas a linear
combination of only two driving patterns is optimal for D4 (i.e., this combination yields
the minimal sum of squared differences over all cells of the (v, v⋅a)-matrix). In all four
cases, numerical values for both average speed and the average of speed times
acceleration are identical (three relevant digits) for the driving pattern to be forecasted
and for the linear combination used as forecast.
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Figure 4

Illustrative example of emission factor modelling method. Uppermost row shows the
kinematic representation [(v, v . a)-matrix, see caption to Figure 2] of the driving
patterns whose emissions are to be forecasted. Centre row shows (v, v . a)-matrix of the
linear combination of measured driving patterns, as listed in Table 3. The lowest row
depicts the squared differences between cell shares of uppermost and centre row. From
left to right, columns are for driving patterns D1, D4, D7 and D10, respectively

Table 3

Emission forecast for four driving patterns that have not been measured: optimal linear
combinations of up to 3 out of the 12 measured driving patterns from real-world driving
cycles R1–R4

Driving
pattern

Forecasted using linear combination of measured driving patterns
AE1

AE2

A3

A4

LE1

LE2s

LE2u

LE3

D1

LE6

72%

D4

38%

D7
D10

LE5

77%
27%

27%

46%

62%
12%

11%

StGoHW

StGoUrb

18%

10%
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Measurements

Measurements conducted at EMPA are available for a total of 44 vehicles, which split up
into three vehicle groups: 19 vehicles are gasoline passenger cars conforming to Euro-2
emission standards, 17 are gasoline passenger cars conforming to Euro-3, and eight are
diesel passenger cars conforming to Euro-2. Individual vehicle data is listed in Table 4.
More details on the experimental campaign can be found in (Stettler et al., 2004).
Table 4

Vehicle data
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Vehicle data (continued)

For each vehicle, for all four driving cycles shown in Figure 1, measurements are
available on the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx, expressed in NO2 mass equivalents),
without humidity correction applied, carbon monoxide (CO), total content of
hydrocarbons including methane (HC, expressed in C1H1.85 mass equivalents), mass of
particulate matter (PMm) (for diesel vehicles only), and carbon dioxide (CO2). Fuel
consumption has been computed from the emissions of CO2, HC, CO, and PMm.
The resulting emissions per driving pattern, averaged per vehicle group, are listed in
Table 5.
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Passenger car EURO-2 diesel

Passenger car EURO-3 gasoline

Passenger car EURO-2 gasoline

Table 5

6

Averaged emission factors from bag measurements
Driving pattern
AE1
AE2
A3
A4
LE1
LE2s
LE2u
LE3
LE5
LE6
StGoHW
StGoUrb

CO
0.810
1.548
0.837
0.985
0.258
0.464
0.725
0.232
0.702
0.707
0.985
2.573

CO2
176.3
159.9
148.0
140.4
120.1
124.9
132.3
125.3
177.7
185.8
394.7
625.7

AE1
AE2
A3
A4
LE1
LE2s
LE2u
LE3
LE5
LE6
StGoHW
StGoUrb
AE1
AE2
A3
A4
LE1
LE2s
LE2u
LE3
LE5
LE6
StGoHW
StGoUrb

0.550
1.199
0.891
0.717
0.232
0.242
0.273
0.163
0.327
0.247
0.318
1.312
0.070
0.066
0.060
0.055
0.061
0.127
0.162
0.162
0.344
0.286
0.955
1.614

175.5
161.8
147.6
140.9
119.8
122.1
131.6
121.6
170.9
168.2
357.0
537.3
183.8
169.9
148.1
139.3
118.9
117.2
124.5
115.3
163.7
162.6
319.4
477.3

Emission factor [g/km]
FC
HC
55.8
0.040
51.0
0.052
46.9
0.040
44.6
0.064
37.8
0.026
39.4
0.027
41.9
0.048
39.4
0.023
56.2
0.078
58.7
0.072
124.4
0.098
197.9
0.305
56.2
52.2
47.5
45.3
38.3
39.1
42.1
38.9
54.6
53.7
114.0
171.9
58.6
54.2
47.2
44.4
37.9
37.4
39.8
36.8
52.3
52.0
102.3
152.9

0.017
0.017
0.015
0.015
0.007
0.004
0.006
0.003
0.006
0.005
0.006
0.081
0.026
0.023
0.023
0.020
0.021
0.028
0.033
0.039
0.084
0.084
0.260
0.421

NOx
0.214
0.166
0.127
0.107
0.060
0.077
0.087
0.060
0.112
0.095
0.089
0.143
0.040
0.027
0.020
0.024
0.013
0.018
0.042
0.020
0.047
0.044
0.029
0.029
0.769
0.756
0.602
0.544
0.426
0.476
0.542
0.418
0.668
0.618
1.471
2.553

PMm

0.061
0.051
0.039
0.034
0.031
0.034
0.038
0.029
0.050
0.041
0.073
0.119

Validation

In order to assess the robustness of the proposed methodology, a cross-validation has
been performed. For each of the 12 driving patterns shown in Table 2, an emission
forecast has been computed using the other 11 driving patterns as ‘source’ driving
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patterns, but not the driving pattern to be forecasted itself. Hence the model had to be run
12 times, because each time there is a different set of available ‘source’ driving patterns.
The emission modelling method proposed in this paper may be regarded as being a
sophisticated interpolation method. In the space constituted by the kinematic parameters
that have been chosen for the modelling (in our illustrative example, the (v, v⋅a)-matrix),
a good emission prediction may therefore be expected for driving patterns that are
situated among driving patterns (for which measurements are available). However,
should a driving pattern be extreme (with respect to the kinematic parameters adopted)
with regard to the available driving patterns, the method actually must extra- rather than
interpolate. This will lead to a decrease in prediction power.
From an ex ante perspective, therefore, one would expect that for the present
cross-validation, the driving patterns StGoUrb, StGoHW, LE5, LE3, and AE1 will be
more difficult to predict, since they are extreme with respect to the other driving patterns
(see Figure 3).
Table 6 shows the resulting linear combination for each of the 12 driving patterns.
The relative errors of the resulting emission factors are depicted in Figure 5 for CO2
(upper panel) and NOx (lower panel). As can be seen, the model predicts best for those
driving patterns that are not extreme with respect to the relevant kinematic parameters
(i.e., the model operates within the interpolation area). Of all 12 driving patterns, severe
problems occur for StGoUrb. This driving pattern apparently has unique characteristics,
and cannot be predicted adequately even by StGoHW.
Overall, a good prediction capability is reached; the average of the absolute relative
error is 8% for CO2 and fuel consumption (FC), 20% for NOx, 42% for CO, and 41% for
HC. The bias, i.e., the average of the signed relative errors, is –3% for CO2 and FC, 4%
for NOx, 17% for CO and 21% for HC. Prediction capability is most influenced by the
prediction of the StGoUrb pattern. This pattern clearly is unique with respect to its
emission behaviour, which is not covered by any of the other driving patterns. Therefore,
the present method basically being an interpolation method, StGoUrb cannot be predicted
with acceptable quality.
Table 6

Linear combinations used in the cross-validation; each of the 12 measured driving
patterns is forecasted using the results from the other 11 driving patterns

Driving pattern:
AE1
AE2
A3
A4
LE1
LE2s
LE2u
LE3
LE5
LE6
StGoHW
StGoUrb

... is forecasted by the following linear combination
100% AE2
3% LE5
21% AE2
3% LE5
64% LE2s
22% LE1
12% A4
20% LE1
88% LE6
37% LE3
40% StGoUrb
85% StGoHW

26% A3
79% A4
44% LE1
36% A4
23% LE3
20% LE5
40% LE2s
10% LE2u
54% LE5
60% LE5
15% LE6

71% AE1
53% A3
55% LE2u
68% LE2s
40% LE2u
2% StGoUrb
9% StGoUrb
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Figure 5

7

Relative prediction error when forecasting each of the 12 driving patterns
using linear combinations of the measured bag data from the other 11 driving
patterns (cross-validation). Upper panel: CO2; lower panel: NOx

Discussion

For fleet emission modelling approaches, which do not rely upon vehicle-specific
information, instantaneous modelling will become less powerful as vehicles become
more complex and more individualistic. The use of testbench results from real-world
driving cycles can be used as alternative. The design and testing of these real-world test
cycles is of prime importance. The more representative, the better the emission prediction
will be. The test cycles should be split up into driving patterns that are diverse among
each other and homogeneous themselves. Emission modelling in this context merely is an
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interpolating method, telling the user which weighted set of driving patterns, for which
emission measurements are available, is the best approximation for the driving pattern
whose emissions are to be predicted.
The present paper presents a method for this interpolation procedure. It is flexible in
the sense that the user may select which kinematic parameter is best suited to explain
the variability of emission behaviour among the different driving patterns. It determines
the linear combination of driving patterns that is mathematically optimal by
minimising the sum of squared differences between target (driving pattern) and model
(linear combination).
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